RIDER ENTRY CHECKLIST NOTES:

Stables: Means if I have received instructions about horses standing next to each other. When it ‘says’ SA, your horse will stand with other SA horses. If it ‘says’ Namibian, your horse will stand with Namibian horses.

Calculation sheet no: Means if I received a calculation sheet via the website. When nothing stands in ‘your’ column – I have NOT received a calculation sheet. When you just want to pay for your entries, then I do not need a calculation sheet. BUT if you would like to ‘order’ Tef, Lucern, Function tickets etc than you must please email me a sheet of fill it in on the NERA website.

BIB no: Riders NOT riding for the National teams – and would like to have your own BIB number please. Also bring your own BIB.

Arrival: Make sure your arrival date is correct.